
 

 
 
 

12th January 2021 

 

Dear Parent 

I am writing to you to introduce myself as the new Headteacher of The Oakwood Academy.  I am 

delighted to be joining a school that I know is a place where students can, and do, thrive. 

As a father to two secondary school-age children myself, I know that parents will now want a period 

of stable and consistent leadership at The Oakwood Academy.  We have a number of exciting plans 

being developed for the future, but we will limit the number of significant changes, focusing on getting 

everyday routines and habits consistent and ensuring high quality teaching and learning.  The core 

purpose of The Oakwood Academy is raising the achievements of our students.  The staff and I share 

a vision of a school where all students can achieve their full potential, not just in the subjects that they 

study but also in the wider curriculum and contributions to the school community.  The most effective 

way to raise achievement is through outstanding teaching and learning.  At The Oakwood Academy 

we teach a curriculum which is broad, balanced and rich. The standard of teaching is already high and 

is something that we will always to develop.  Learning is most effective when we work together. It is 

a partnership between students, their families and the staff that work in the school.  And so, I am 

asking for your continued support in having high expectations of our students, encouraging their 

engagement in our wider curriculum and celebrating their achievements.  

As you are no doubt aware, the national lockdown came in to force last week. During this period the 

school will be closed to all students with the exception of vulnerable students and the children of 

keyworkers who are unable to work from home. During this challenging time, we are committed to 

continuing to develop our online learning provision with a greater emphasis on delivery of live lessons 

to minimise the disruption to our students’ education.  

Since the previous lockdown, we have increased the number of live lessons that students experience 

and have moved to all students engaging in a completely live online timetable with lessons delivered 

through Microsoft Teams. The links to lessons will be posted on Satchel One as will links to recordings 

of the lessons should the live session not work for any reason. It is vital that all students engage in 

these live lessons as they would in school. We will be closely monitoring attendance, engagement and 

work submission and we will be in touch with parents if we are concerned in any way. Guides to 

accessing Satchel One, Microsoft teams and SharePoint can be found on our website.  It is important 

that you continue to alert the school should your child be ill following the regular procedures. This will 

enable us to inform teachers as to their absence in their remote lessons.  

In the future we will be posting online assemblies, inter-house competitions and other online additions 

to our wider curriculum to complement the taught curriculum and to maintain the spirit of community 

that already exists at The Oakwood Academy.  



 

 

Please continue to check the school website and your email accounts for updates with respect to 

online learning and wider curriculum activities. Please also follow our Oakwood Academy Twitter feed 

for up to date news and announcements. Our Twitter username is @TOA_Notts. 

It is a privilege to have been appointed and I look forward to working with you all in the coming months 

and years to help our students to fulfil their potential. In the meantime, do take good care of 

yourselves and your loved ones in these difficult times.   

Yours faithfully  

 

Andy Gilbert   

Headteacher 


